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Q1.
Animals have adaptations to survive in their environment.
These adaptations may be structural, behavioural or functional.
(a)  Draw one line from each animal adaptation to the type of adaptation it is.
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(2)


Plants also have adaptations.
Orchid plants have adaptations which make them one of the most successful plant groups.
Orchids rely on insects for pollination.
The photograph shows an orchid.
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(b)  Which two features help orchids survive?
Tick (✓) two boxes.
 
Brightly coloured flowers
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Large quantities of pollen
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No scent
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Oval shaped leaves
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Small leaves
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(2)



Many orchid species grow in tropical rainforest ecosystems.
(c)  What name describes the variety of all the different species found in an ecosystem?
Tick (✓) one box.
 
Biodiversity
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Evolution
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Feeding relationship
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Habitat
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(1)
(d)  Some species of orchid may become extinct because of deforestation.
Give one reason why tropical rainforests are being cut down.
___________________________________________________________________
(1)
(e)  Give one factor that might cause a species of orchid to become extinct.
Do not refer to deforestation in your answer.
___________________________________________________________________
(1)
(g)  What is the name for the entire genetic material of an organism?
___________________________________________________________________
(1)
(Total 9 marks)





Q2.
Every year scientists have recorded the date when migrating birds arrived at summer breeding grounds in the UK.
The records show that for every 1 °C increase in mean global temperature, the birds arrived one day earlier.
(a)  What will the birds be competing for when they arrive at their UK breeding grounds?
Tick two boxes.
 
Eggs
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Food
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Light
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Mates
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Oxygen
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(2)
(b)  Birds that arrive early might survive better than birds that arrive later.
Suggest one reason why.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
(1)
(c)  Global temperatures are increasing every year.
This is because of an increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.
Name one greenhouse gas.
___________________________________________________________________
(1)
(d)  Global warming affects the migration of animals.
Give one other effect of global warming.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
(1)

(e)  Which two human activities cause global warming?
Tick two boxes.
 
Burning fossil fuels
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Eating vegetables
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Farming cows
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Turning off lights
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Using too much water
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(2)
(f)  Which gas in the atmosphere causes acid rain?
Tick one box.
 
Carbon monoxide
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Oxygen
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Ozone
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Sulfur dioxide
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(1)
(Total 8 marks)





Q3.
Owls are predators of mice and voles.
(a)  Which of the following are biotic factors that would affect owl populations?
Tick two boxes.
 
Availability of food
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Carbon dioxide levels
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Moisture levels
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New diseases
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Oxygen levels
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Soil pH
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(2)
Scientists collected population data for mice, voles and owls from one woodland over two years.
(b)  The scientists collected the data using sampling techniques.
Suggest why the population data collected may not be accurate.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
(2)








The graph below shows how the total number of mice and voles changed over two years.
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(c)  The number of owls also changed over the same time period.
The changes in the numbers followed a typical predator−prey relationship.
Sketch a line on the graph above to show how you would expect the number of owls to change.
(3)
(d)  What would happen to the number of voles if the population of mice decreased?
Give reasons for your answer.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
(2)
(Total 9 marks)
Mark schemes
Q1.
(a)
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additional lines from a box on the left negates the mark for that box
3 lines correct for 2 marks
1 or 2 lines correct for 1 mark
2
(b)  brightly coloured flowers
1
large quantities of pollen
1
(c)  biodiversity
1
(d)  any one from:
•   to grow crops
allow farming / biofuels or named crop
•   to raise cows
•   to build
allow houses or building materials
allow mining
allow paper / fuel
1
(e)  any one from:
•   (new) disease
•   (new) herbivore
ignore (new) predator
allow drought / flooding
•   climate change or global warming or ice age
•   volcano / earthquake / tsunami / meteor
•   lack of pollinators
•   (new) competitor
allow plant collectors
1
(f)   DNA
allow deoxyribonucleic acid
1
(g)  genome
1
[9]
Q2.
(a)  food
1
mates
1
(b)  any one from:
allow converse for late arrivals
(early arrivals)
•   get more food
•   get the healthiest mates
allow more likely to get a mate
•   more space / material for nests
•   chicks will hatch earlier and have more time to mature
•   less competition
•   more resources
1
(c)  any one from:
allow correct chemical formulae
•   carbon dioxide
•   methane
allow water vapour, nitrogen oxides, CFCs, ozone
ignore water
1
(d)  any one from:
•   rising sea levels
•   examples of climate change
e.g. flooding, drought, desertification, melting ice caps, storms / hurricanes
•   extinction of some species
•   habitat loss
ignore references to temperature
1
(e)  burning fossil fuels
1
farming cows
1
(f)  sulfur dioxide
1
[8]
Q3.
(a)  availability of food
1
new diseases
1
(b)  (sampling has been used) so not all mice / voles / owls are counted
or
some mice / voles / owls won’t have been caught or were hidden
1
allow idea of animals (constantly) moving around
(sampling has been used) so some counted more than once
if no other marks awarded allow we don’t know the sampling method used
1
(c)  line rises and falls
1
rise and fall pattern is below the line for mice and voles (throughout graph)
1
rise and fall pattern is after the corresponding rise and fall for mice and voles (from first trough onwards)
1
(d)  (voles decrease / drop)
(because) less mice for the owls to eat
1
(therefore) owls eat more voles
allow for 2 marks (decrease) because they are the only / main source of food for owls
1
or
(voles increase / rise)
(because) more food is available (1)
(because) mice are not eating it (1)
no mark for decrease / increase
mark as pairs with correct increase / decrease given
[9]

